
COVID 19 AND THE RECENT MARKET SELL-OFF 

As I write this memo on Tuesday morning, scientists, medical professionals and government health officials around 
the world are working to understand how the new virus is spreading, trying to contain it, and working on a new 
vaccine. Unfortunately, at this time, we can say that containment has failed so far. Up until Friday, the Centers for 
Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) used a very limited definition for a person under investigation (“PUI”). This 
narrow definition limited who could be tested for COVID 19 and many potentially infected people were not even 
tested. There is no doubt that the virus has continued to spread. On Friday, the CDC expanded their definition after 
the first case of infection from an unknown origin arose.

We’re not doctors or scientists and obviously can’t advise on these issues other than telling you to listen to the 
professionals. However, we do understand growth functions and statistics. The growth of new cases confirms that 
the growth is exponential, not linear. Since January 16, when the Chinese government officially admitted they had 
an outbreak on their hands and started releasing numbers, new cases have been doubling every few days in different 
countries around the world. 

The implications for the world economy may be severe, as we could experience supply and demand shocks. We 
already see the casualties in the airline, hotel and restaurant sectors. In the next days and weeks, we will see 
governments and central banks take extreme measures to stop the virus from spreading and to limit the implications 
for the global economy. 

Let’s ignore for a moment the fact that this recent drop barely qualifies as a correction. This correction has just 
happened at a faster pace than past corrections and its connection to the virus caused panic among investors.

Over the weekend, I heard many investment professionals say that you can’t avoid these losses and that no one 
could have predicted this. But managing wealth is not about knowing when a major drop in asset prices will occur 
(good luck with that). It’s about being prepared and building portfolios that are resilient to significant shocks. 

Before I continue, I want to refer you to a memo I wrote last year, which I think is one of the most important memos 
I’ve ever written. It is more relevant today than the time I wrote it, especially regarding the media (both traditional 
and social).  

WHERE WERE WE JUST BEFORE THE VIRUS-RELATED SELL-OFF?  
The information below will show us how vulnerable the market was to begin with and how it was potentially 
primed for a sharp correction due to any small reason. To state it plainly: market valuations were stretched. We 
pointed out several times in the past year that we didn’t like the valuations that US equities were trading at. We also 
said the markets could continue to go ever higher, but at extreme levels, you want to manage the increased risk. The 
S&P 500 dropped sharply after hitting extreme valuations (about 170 on our index) in January 2018 and in 
September 2018 but rebounded and broke out to even higher levels in November 2019 as the Fed once again 
provided stimulus through the REPO market. 
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The world has never experienced a disease outbreak like 
this one. It’s LIVE, with dramatic pictures, live data and 
videos. Because of this, human emotions and behaviors 
play a much bigger role than past outbreaks.  
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PRICE MOMENTUM AND INVESTOR OPTIMISM WERE STRETCHED 

In the chart below, you will find an index we built to identify extreme market behaviors (i.e. deviation from long-term 
growth rates), either positive or negative. As you can see, in December 2019 investors were extremely optimistic and 
were driving prices higher at an unsustainable rate. This is another indicator of risks accumulating just before the 
recent sell-off. By the way, this chart also shows that extreme market behaviors have become consistently more 
commonplace since 2008.
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WHAT HAS THE BOND MARKET BEEN SAYING?

Since February 2019, the bond market has been telling us that the Fed would be forced to provide additional stimulus. 
Between August and October 2019, the Fed cut rates three times. After the three rate cuts, the bond market (and our 
index) recovered and turned positive until January 2020 when it started plunging again. As I have written in the past, 
the treasury market provides a tremendous amount of valuable information for investors and investors should pay 
attention to those signals. 
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SUMMARY

The current situation is dynamic and developing by the hour. We were already concerned about equity market valuations and the
fragility of the economy, and the coronavirus adds another big risk to financial markets.

An event such as this is no doubt a black swan, and by definition, can’t be predicted. But you don’t need to be predictive when 
building your portfolio. Equity markets are prone to sharp drops and recessions are a fact of life for the economic cycle. Every
portfolio needs to be built taking these facts into consideration. As we show above, you also want to have and follow a process 
informed by objective measures, or you leave your wealth vulnerable to randomness and uncertainty.
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